Comparative, European and International Legal Studies (CEILS)
“Comparative Legal Systems”, “Comparative Private Law” and “Foundations of Private Law from a EU Perspective” Courses

Tuesday 5 April 2022, 9.00-13.00 - “Fulvio Zuelli” Conference Room

Roundtable on
“The Future of Europe and the Role of Private Law: Challenges and Perspectives”

Chair: Elena Ioriatti (University of Trento)

Introduction: Paola Iamiceli (University of Trento)

Speakers:
Reiner Schulze (University of Münster) – “European Private Law in the Digital Age”
Sjef van Erp (University of Maastricht) – “European data law as a new legal branch?”
Sybe de Vries (Utrecht University) – “The impact of digitalization on the law of the EU Single Market”
Hugh Beale (University of Warwick) – “New trends in contracts: from sales to servitization”
Ana Afonso (Catholic University of Porto) – “The right to housing and the residential tenancy regulation: should more be done at a European level?”

Concluding Remarks: Luisa Antonioli (University of Trento)

Scientific coordination: Luisa Antonioli, Paola Iamiceli, Elena Ioriatti